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THEORY OF'MACTIINES_I

Time: 3 Hours Total Marlcs : 100

Note :- (1) Answoallthequestions.
(2) All questionscarryequalmarks.

(3) Assume suitable value for missing data ifany.

1. Answeranyfourparts : (5x4:20)

(a) What is Kutzback's criterion for degree of freedom of
planemechanism ? Inwhat wayGrubler's criterion is

differentfromit?

(t) Fig. (l) shows fourlinkmechanisms inwhichthe figures

indicate the dimensions in standard unit oflengtlr. krdicate

the tlpe of each mechanism whether crank rocker or

double crank or double rocker.
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(c) Determine the degree of freedom for the following
mechanisms in figure(2) and figure (3).

(i) .

Fis. (2)

Fig. (3)

What do you mean by inversion of a mechanism ? Show

that the locus ofthe mid point ofthe link connecting the

two sliders in an elliptical trammel is a circle.

Describe the Klein's construction for velocity and

acceleration ofpiston in a slider crank mechanism.

2. Answeranyonepart: (20x1=20)

(a) kr a Whitworttr quick retum motion as shown in fig. G)

OA is a crank rotating at 30 rpm in a cloclarise direetion.

The dimensions of various links are OA: 150 mm,

OC : 100 mm, CD : 125 mm and DR: 500 mm.
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Determine the'acceleration of the sliding block'R' and

angular acceleration of the slotted lever CA.
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-I AisonOA
BisonBD

Fig. (a)

(b) (, Give a neat sketch ofthe sfiaight line motion 'Hart

Mechanisrn'. Prove that it prroduces an exact shaigl*

linemotion

(n) State and prove the Amnold Kennedy theorem'

Iocate all the instantaneous centues ofthe slider crank

mechanism as shown in fig. 5. The lengtls of crank

OB and connecting rod AB are 100 mm and

400 mmrespe*ively. If the cmnk rotates clockwise

with an angularvelocityof l0 radls find : (1) Velocity
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of the slider 'A' and (2) Angular velocity of the

connectingrod AB.

3. Answeranytwoparts: (10x2:20)

(a) A conical pivot with angle of cone as 100o supports a

load of 1 8 k}.l. The extemal radius is 2.5 times the intemal

radius. The shaft rotates at 150 rpm. If the intensity of

pressure is to be 300 kNlnf and coefficient of friction as

0.05, what is the power lost in working against the

friction ?

O) A belt drive is required to transmit 10 kW from a motor

running at 600 rpm. The belt is 12 mm thick and has a

mass density of 0.001 grr/mm3. Safe stress in the belt is

not to exceed 2.5 N/mm2. Diameter of the driving pulley

is 250 rnm, whereas the speed of driven pulley is

220 rpm.The two shafts are 1.25 m apart. The coefficient

of friction is 0. 2 5. Determine the width of the belt.
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(c) What is meant by a self-locking and a self-energised

brake ? What is the advantage of self-expanding shoe

brake ? Derivetherelation forthe frictiontorque forsuch

brake. I

4. Answoanytwoparts: (10x2=20)

(a) Definethefollowingterms :

(, Basecircle

(ii) Pitchcircle

Ctrr) Pitchcurve

(iv) Pressure angle

(v) Tracepoint.

(b) Deduce expressions for the velocity and acceleration of
the follower when it moves with simple harrnonic motion.

(c) Draw the profile of the Cam when the roller follower

moves with cycloidal motion during outstoke and retum

stoke as givenbelow :

(, Outsrokewithmaximumdiqplacementof3l.4mm

dwing I 80o of Cam rotation.

(ii) Retum stroke for the next 150. of Cam rotation.
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0x) Dwell fortheremaining3ff ofCamrotation.

The minimum radius ofthe Cam is 15 mm and the roller

diameter ofthe follower is 10 mm. The axis ofthe roller

follower is offsgt by 1 0 mm towards rigfrt from the axis of

Camshaft.

5. Answeranytwoparts: (10x2=20)

(a) A pair ofinvolute spur gears with I 6'pressure angle and

pitch ofmodule 6 mm in mesh. The nunrber ofteeth on

pinion is 16 and its rotational speed is 240 rpm. When

the gear ratio is I .75 find in order that interference is just

avoided:

(r) The addendaonpinion and gearwheel

(ii) Thelengthofpathofcontact

(O The maximum velocity of sliding ofteeth on either

sideofthepitchpoint.

(b) Derive an expression for minimum number of teeth

required on a pinion to avoid interference when it gears

witharack.

(c) [n a reverted epicyclic gear frain, the arm A' carries two

gears B and C and a compound gear D-E. The gear B
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meshes with gear E and gear C meshes with gear D. The

number ofteeth on gears B, C and D are75,30 and 90

reqpectively. Find the qpeed and direction ofgear C when

gear B is foed and the arm'A' makes 1 00 rpm clockwise.

Fig.(O
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